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Pandora’s Box — The Coming Restructuring of Library Book Vending

by John R. Secor (CEO, YBP Library Services) <jsecor@ybp.com>
and Gary M. Shirk (Chief Operating Officer, YBP Library Services), Contoocook, New Hampshire <gshirk@ybp.com>

Preface

“Here is Edward Bear, coming downstairs now, bump, bump, bump, on the back of his head, behind Christopher Robin. It is, as far as he knows, the only way of coming downstairs, but sometimes he feels that there really is another way, if only he could stop bumping for a moment and think of it.” These opening lines in A.A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh, published in 1926, perfectly encapsulate the “we need to find a new business model” thinking that has been bumping around in many heads for many years.

The aim of this paper is to explain why library book vendors—academic library book vendors, in particular—must change how they do business. Their survival, and yours to the extent that you depend upon them, requires it.

Restructuring a business model fashioned decades ago is not a job of tinkering with this policy or that practice, nor is it simply a framework to help cope with an environment that is highly complex and changing rapidly. It requires a new business model, from the foundation upward. Over the past decade, library book vendors have acquired or developed new competencies that have brought new value to their library customers. Restructuring must reflect this new work. Evolution might be a way to explain what must occur, except that evolution implies an unfolding, a continuous change from simple to complex. Restructuring is revolutionary. Its aim is to bring about major change quickly.

For a long time, industry leaders have been warning of dangers ahead. The causes usually cited for the dilemmas vendors find themselves trying to cope with are escalating discounts to libraries and eroding discounts from publishers. We hope to go beyond the profit story. While it is true that library discounts are at record highs and book vendor margins are at a low ebb, the root of the problem is the failure to distinguish between delivering the right book, in a timely manner, at a fair price, from providing technological innovations and knowledge that enable the customer to achieve constant improvement in operational effectiveness.

Leaders who aspire to fashion a new business model should understand that a long thorny road lies ahead. Developing an action plan that moves from the old to the new is the central challenge facing the senior managers of those companies wanting to create their own future.

The 1970s and 1980s

Business models rise out of the assumptions made by senior managers. These assumptions are about the dynamic of the environment: complexity and rate of change. They are about customers’ expectations: are the organization’s services satisfying their changing needs? They are about the competition: who are they? where are they today in terms of product/service development? where are they heading? They are about an organization’s strengths and weaknesses: how strong are the people? what are its existing competencies? what new competencies need to be developed? They define an organization’s behavior and shape its policies and practices. The assumptions made by library book vendors in the early 1970s about the library environment (little essential change), about role (middleman), and core competencies (firm order, serial, approval) remained valid until the late 1980s.

Through these two decades, library and vendor environments could be best characterized as benign. Library budgets were strong (the damage really didn’t begin until the early 1980s). Book vendors competed not so much with each other as with entrenched library acquisitions methods that favored placing pre-publication firm orders with major commercial scholarly publishers and trade houses. They also competed against the practice of establishing publisher-direct blanket orders with major university presses. Margin pressures were not great because publishers’ discount schedules tended to be inconsistent and confusing when
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The 1990s

We vendors, having succeeded in taking the middle ground between libraries and publishers, turned it into a battlefield. The prevailing competitive strategy turned from winning business from the publisher to winning business from other vendors—a strategy that increased the bargaining power of libraries just when it was needed most. Faced by their administration’s continued budgetary pressures and demands for increased operational effectiveness, libraries were pressured to consolidate book vendors (sole source) and to look to their book vendor to perform functions long considered the sole domain of libraries. Outsourced functions were expected to be cheap and excellent.

In short, vendors increased services and discounts, mortgaging their futures to gain market share. The result? Fewer, financially weaker vendors who now faced explosive growth in new transformational technologies like the Internet and the World Wide Web.

There is no one set of feet at which to lay the blame for the sad state of the academic book vending industry. Book vendors have contributed to the present state by allowing discounts to escalate in their quest to increase market share (growth came at one another’s expense), and by undervaluing new competencies, e.g., outsourcing services and electronic services. Libraries, particularly consortia and institutions, where “purchasing” is deeply involved, have turned books and technology-based services into commodities. Some librarians have demanded more services at higher discounts and played competitors off against each other. Publishers have learned that their real business is, as the CEO at Simon & Schuster put it, “developing and exploiting copyrights.” So, we will see them begin to leverage their power through all media. Consequently, book wholesalers cannot look to better treatment from suppliers of the same intellectual property produced in alternate formats.

It’s not a terribly profound observation that virtually all organizations today find themselves trying to cope with new marketplace realities. Initiating effective business model changes takes operational and financial importance to management, especially to organizations that have been successful over many decades. Certainly, librarians, vendors, and publishers understand the importance of asking and answering the question, what business are we in? And, we all have come to realize that there are only two kinds of organizations—those that are innovating and those that are obsolescing.

The Coming Restructuring

Book vendors have played a vital role in building library collections. They spurred the development of information technology and electronic data exchange. They propelled closer working relationships along the library supply chain, resulting in increased library efficiency through higher quality and innovative services. Now, unable to recover cost by raising the price of books accordingly (publishers set list prices) and having undervalued technical and electronic services, managers are asking, what business are we in? Are we a bookseller? A bibliographic support service? An electronic services provider? An amalgamation of these and other services? What needs to be done?

The factors that structure the library book vending industry have changed considerably in the past 20+ years and more change occurs daily. Successful companies will read the changes and adapt. Several components in the new structure are emerging: Continued technical innovation: Meeting the technological requirements of library customers will continue to be a priority, as will taking advantage of every efficiency possible. Successful vendors not only keep pace with library developments, but will share responsibility for providing innovative leadership. Increased globalization: As libraries and vendors integrate their systems ever more closely, both parties will be driven to extend the reach of these systems to materials both geographically and linguistically. Consolidation among vendors: Library book vending, once a labor-intensive business, has become a capital-intensive business. This voracious appetite for capital will require larger and larger companies with access to global equity markets. Higher prices: Most full-service academic book vendors are realizing pre-tax profits that are less than what you would get on your checking account balance at your local bank. Given the fact that publishers’ discounts to book vendors are, at best, static, it is doubtful that this enterprise, over the long term, could survive given its current pricing policies to libraries, even if librarians’ expectations had remained low-tech. In nearly all industries, a five percent pre-tax
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profit is considered minimally necessary for continued corporate vitality—and most of us are far, far from it. Going from razor-thin margins to five percent is increasingly becoming the major challenge facing book vendors.

In today's environment, book vendors seeking to change policies and practices might be thought by many to be engaging in foolery. Library book budgets are under siege and any change that diminishes the materials budget will not be seen in a positive light by some. Fortunately, others will view changes in policies and practices as tough decisions necessary to enable the company to emerge as a survivor.

A New Business Model

We are not prophesying. The dangers industry leaders have been pointing to for years (fewer players and a slowdown in innovation) have arrived. Vendors have tried to fund development of information technology and electronic data exchange out of bookselling revenue. They have tried to rationalize the compression of profits by thinking "competitive advantage." It should be possible to share the cost of development across many customers, we all thought. Experience has shown that much of the development we all do at the behest of customers is highly customized. While many vendors have made the activities required to do business more efficient, all are frustrated by their inability to cascade gains to the bottom line. (Those gains get siphoned off by customer-driven technology initiatives.)

The quest for market share; the competitive-advantage rationalizing; the piggybacking of technological innovations on a business model designed to support the delivery of the right book, the first time, in a timely manner, at a fair price are strategies designed to fail.

We are not telling other book vendors what to do, and, if we did have the answer—some magic bullet we could fire at the problem—we would have fired it long ago. But we have some general principles in mind:

We believe that every customer must be a profitable customer. That is, we must invoice them to cover their fair share of the costs and the profit we need to continue in business. Which of you is willing to subsidize another library's share? We know it costs a lot to build and maintain the knowledge base needed to serve our customers' needs today (far more than ever before). So, we will move from old to new by placing a value on knowledge and new work that enables the customer to become more efficient. The same goes for products and services. The costs of developing and implementing the new technologies are enormous. Their value must be recognized by our customers and priced correctly—fairly with respect to the value received and high enough to cover costs and reward innovation.

How Blackwell's Book Services, Coutts, and others move from point A to Z—if, in fact, they see a need to take action—is the central challenge facing their senior managers.

We do hope that this paper will stimulate dialog, beginning in Charleston and continuing at other conferences and in libraries. We are looking for opportunities to meet and discuss these issues with our customers across the country and around the world. We would hope to come to a better understanding of why the old model is obsolete and to work with them to shape the new model.

Having said this, for a dialog to be productive, notions must be suspended. So, continued on page 78.
Adventures in Librarianship: More from Wilberforce

by Ned Kraft (Order Librarian, Ralph J. Bunche Library) <Kraftno@state.gov>

[Dark mound University’s Prof. Stan Steel has released another set of entries from his upcoming Wilberforce Diaries in a transparent effort to influence the National Endowment for the Humanities toward funding his archival search for the missing (and still conjectural) second, third, and fourth diary volumes. Several of the entries included below suggest that as an acquisitions librarian and diarist, Dr. Harold Wilberforce found it difficult to subdue his animosity for his colleague, Melvil Dewey, referred to throughout as, simply, “MD” or the “gaseous bullfrog.” Whether his accusations against Dewey were based on fact or on Wilberforce’s subordinate resentments, perhaps Professor Steel’s upcoming monograph will hazard a theory. The Professor has never in the past shied from inventive theorizing. -ed]

12 December 1892: Carl Hoffman of Kansas has published Mrs. Field’s nocturne, “Lieberaum.” Her work is popular among the local garden leagues, girdle societies and whatnot. I suppose I shall purchase a copy or two to satisfy the hordes but this new music is sickening with sugar and mindlessness.

28 December: Most of this day spent sorting order cards in my quiet, tombish office. Too sad to sit at home while all around the sounds of Yule-tide. My countrymen, I fear, are reared to sentimentality. Work should focus them, as it does me. Just now, in the final hour of light, a soft snow has begun beyond my window.

14 January 1893: MD has returned from his excursion to Pittsburg [sic] where he has no doubt bored the local librarians to fits of narcolepsy. Could not the Pittsburgians have found some useful employment for him there, something involving dangerous amounts of molten steel? Could not the state militia have used to good effect his oratorical gift against the striking foundrymen, halting them with his great bombast?

3 February: Received a package today from Scribner. Will have to hire him about his clerks and their penmanship.

The bill appears to state that we owe five dollars! I will clip Scribner’s wings if he thinks I will pay five silver dollars for a single book!

25 March: The girth of President Cleveland will again be squeezed into Washington’s oval office. Not that I loved much the territory-grasping Harrison, but Cleveland ... egad!

2 April: From Boston, Bainard writes that one Sherlock Holmes will soon arrive from London in the port of New York. Mr. Holmes is apparently quite popular in his home country and wishes to make a go in ours, but CB neglects to describe the source of that popularity or why I should be concerned with such a thing. Something to do with books? Is he to visit us here in Albany? No matter. Any friend of Bainard’s is welcome to peruse our shelves.

["Bainard” is Custis Bainard, of Boston’s Athenaeum, who met Wilberforce when they were both studying classics at St. Scrupulous College. Their bond grew from an incident during which the two young men lashed themselves to a sleeping mule to protest the Dean’s decision to drop Euphonia Linguistics from the curriculum. Though the local paper refers to them only as two “rabble rousers,” their full names were used in the infirmary records listing the injuries each received when the mule awoke. -ed]

14 May: A bit of new technology for us in this century of constant unfathomable change—the card cabinets have arrived. Each drawer is now pierced by an ingenious sort of spindle to hold the cards in place and discourage thievery. Remarkable, but it does raise two concerns. Will our less genteel patrons use the rods to impale one another? Must we now convert all of our old cabinets retrospectively to meet the new standard? And, yes, a third concern: what does the almighty MD think of our new skewed cards? Is there still room enough to list his obsessively parsed subjects?

21 May: What was a beautiful spring day has become unbearable. At lunch Miss Henley strolled past in the garden with MD. She gazed into his beard as if it were the cleverest in all the world. She is lost to me.